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This study is concerned with the assessment of satisfaction with 
one's immediate living environment. Married students who are living 
in rental apartments, both on campus in married student housing facil-
ities and those living in private rental apartments in the community, 
make up this research. The primary objective of this study is to de-
termine what variables were considered important to the married stu-
dent when first choosing an apartment to rent while attending Oklahoma 
State University. Once_moved and settled in the apartment, the stu-
dent reflects the present satisfaction levels with the apartment 
facilities. 
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In the course of dealing with man and the built environment, the 
interraction between the two has been, at one time or another, re-
searched and analyzed. One area of growing concern involves the im-
pact that the housing industry has had and is having on people as 
there is an increase in the awareness of the density and crowding 
phenomenon. 
Past studies shovJ that spatial limitations have produced physio-
logical (Bixenstine, 1955) and socio-psychological stress (Altman, 
1975; Perin, 1970), influencing and altering behavior patterns (Sher-
rod, 1974; Beyer, 1965; and Reimer and Demerath, 1952). Stokols 
(1976, 1972) discusses the experience of crowding and its development 
over time as being determined by the combination of environmental and 
personal factors. Feelings of spatial restriction are related to the 
presence of other persons and their relationships to each other. 
The study of the effect that housing has on human behavior is a 
relatively recent area being pursued and has shown there is a rela-
tionship between housing and the family value system (Montgomery, 
1969). Further insight by Cooper (1976, p. 157) reflects the impor-
tance of the role the living environment plays in the lives of the 
inhabitants. She perceives the house as being the "symbol-of-self" 
because it is so deeply engrained in the American ethos, although un-
consciously for many. 
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Another researcher (Shearer, 1977) looks at the varying levels of 
privacy in the meaning of home and acknowledges that its very diversity 
suggests the need for further study. When exploring the meaning of 
home, one must look at the factors involved when considering the con-
cept of home and acknowledges that its very diversity suggests the need 
for further study. When exploring the meaning of home, one must look 
at the factors involved when considering the concept of home and the 
different meanings it elicits in people. One•s living space can be 
regarded as 11 home 11 to some, while being thought of as 11 shelter 11 by 
others. 
In Hayward•s (1977, pp. 11-12) discourse, nine dimensions emerge 
from his resear.ch dealing with the psychological concepts of home. 
Among these are included the physical structure in which one resides, 
a social network of relationships, and a concept of home being tied 
in \'lith self identity. He focuses his research on the concepts of 
housing through the user•s point of view and concludes that 11 home is 
such a persona 1 idea that it virtually defies definition. 11 
According to Bennett (1977), personalizing one•s private spaces 
is desirable as it increases the sense of identification. A designer 
should allow for individual tastes and make provisions for them 
within the plans of the working and living environments. 
Pruitt (1978) indicates that family satisfaction with its own 
standard of living is the greatest influence on the overall satisfac-
tion with quality of life. Riemer (1947, p. i58) emphasizes the im-
portance of assessing 11 housing conditions with regard to their influence 
upon the cohesion of family life ... 
Lee (1966, p. 2) states that the conditions of university housing 
influences students' academic and social lives. Other researchers 
take a closer look at specific types of dwellings, such as married 
student housing facilities (Melson, Inman, and Kemp, 1978). They 
conclude that the longer a family lives in married student housing the 
more the family members experience dissatisfaction and stress from 
environmental factors. It is believed that density and feelings of 
being crowded contribute to the resultant feelings of stress. 
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Presently, there is a consultant engaged in a 11 feasibil ity study" 
regarding the married student housing facilities at Oklahoma State 
University. The study is looking at the cost of replacing the older 
apartments on campus or the impact of having the community of Still-
water absorb ad~itional married students if more married student apart-
ments are not built. The results of this decision wil"l have some 
impact on the ·residents· and their satisfaction regarding their housing, 
university involvement, and quality of life. 
Dober (1968) states that in volume, housing represents the larg-
est single capital investment among the various types of buildings on 
campus. Since such a large and long term investment is undertaken, it 
is important for these dwelling units to accommodate as many married 
student needs as possible. There is also a need to take a look at 
rental apartments both on and off campus, in relation to per·ceived ade-
quacy in the living environments regarding space needs, both physically 
and psychologically. 
It is generally agreed that there is a myriad of meanings of 
what the house represents to the people living in them and this study 
helps gajn insight into the housing facilities for university married 
students, both on and off campus. It is important to study the rented 
living environments of the married students on and off campus, deter-
mine the perceived satisfaction levels toward their housing, and to 
assess differences, if any, in perceived satisfaction levels between 
the on campus (university-owned and maintained) and off campus (pri-
vate community) rental apartments. This research is a valuable tool 
for socio-psychological evaluations, as the feasibility study pres-
ently being conducted is taking basically an economic point of view. 
There is a need for socio-psychological input into the building re-
placement process with not only quantity being considered when provid-
ing housing for a specific population, but also an attempt made to 
satisfy the psychological needs of that group of people. 
Purpose and Objectives 
The purpose of this study is to assess the satisfactio~ levels 
of married students attending Oklahoma State University who are living 
in university married student housing apartments (on campus) or in 
privately-owned rental apartments in the community (off campus) of 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. The following objectives are cited for the 
study: 
1. To determine if differences exist in selected socio-
demographic factors of sex of respondent, family size, 
student classification, tenure, and expected tenure in 
residence, between the married students residing in uni-
versity-owned apartments and privately-owned community 
rental apartments. 
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2 .. To determine if differences exist between the reasons 
for choosing university-owned apartments (on campus) 
or privately-owned community rental apartments (off 
campus) among the married students residing in married 
student housing and those residing in privately-owned 
community rental apartments; 
3. To analyze differences in housing satisfaction between 
the married students residing in university-owned rental 
apartments and those residing in privately-owned commun-
ity rental apartments; and 
4. To make recommendations for further research in the area 
of married students' needs in relation to housing adequacy. 
Hypotheses 
The following null hypotheses are formulated for the study: 
H1: There will be no significant difference in selected 
socio-demographic factors of sex of respondent, fam-
ily size, student classification, tenure and expected 
tenure in residence, between married students residing 
in university-owned apartments and privately-owned 
community rental apartments; 
H2: There will be no significant difference in the reasons 
for choosing university-owned apartments (on campus) 
or privately-owned community rental apartments (off 
campus) between the married students residing in mar-
ried student housing and those residing in privately-
owned community apartments, and 
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H3:. There will be no significant difference in the percep-
tions of housing satisfaction between married students 
who live in the university-owned and privately-owned 
community rental apartments. 
Assumptions 
The scope of research is conducted with the following assumptions 
considered: 
l. Each respondent will respond to questions as accurately 
as he or she can; 
2. The respondents are cognizant of their living environment 
and able to perceive adequacy of their housing facility; 
3. The married students living in both university housing and 
community housing in the summer are representative of the 
married students attending Oklahoma State University. 
Limitations 
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The following limitations also affect the outcome of the research. 
They include: 
1. The study is limited to Oklahoma State University married 
students. 
2. Those students surveyed represent a specific time, summer 
semester, 1979. 
3. Those responding represent married .students who have a 
listed telephone number. 
4. The study excludes all students claiming International 
status. 
5. All of the married student.housing apartments had four 
rooms, excluding the bathroom, were furnished, and had 
utilities included in the rent payment. 
Definitions 
The following terms are defined as they are used in this study. 
They include: 
l. Adaptation, as defined by Morris and Winter (1978) is 
••• a relatively permanent structural change in re-
sponse to stress. Included are changes in norms or 
changes in the means used to meet the norms that ap-
pear when the stress of housing dissatisfaction is 
great ( p . l 6 ) . 
2. Community Housing, for purposes of this study, are those 
privately-owned rental apartments off campus and part 
of an apartment complex, which excludes duplexes and 
houses. 
3. Family, as defined by Morris and Winter (1978, p. 61), is 
11 ••• two or more persons living in the same household who 
are related by blood, marriage, or adoption ... perform-
ing the function of nurturant socialization. II 
4. Housing Quality (Morris and Winter, 1978, p. 80) refers to 
11 , •• characteristics of dwelling units that contribute 
to desirability through the subjective reactions of fami-
lies to those characteristics. II 
5. Housing Satisfaction is 
... a state of the level of contentment with current 
housing conditions. Low levels of satisfaction are ex-
perienced as stress. The term may refer to the entire 
continuum of satisfaction from very dissatisfied to 
very satisfied (Morris and Winter, 1978, p. 80). 
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6. International Student: Those students claiming interna-
tional status on the Student Information List provided by 
the Oklahoma State University Registrar's office. 
7. Married Student Housing, defined as the housing facili-
ties provided by Oklahoma State University for married 
students while they are attending Oklahoma State Univer-
sity. Criteria for eligibility for occupancy, according 
to the Married Student Housing Handbook (1978-79) by· 
Oklahoma State University, are as follows: 
Married students will be given preference for 
Married Student Housing when enrolled in at least 
12 undergraduate credit hours, or 9 graduate credit 
hours or 6 graduate credit hours if employed by the 
University 50 percent of the time or more in grad-
uate level work during regular semesters and upon 
continued attendance at the University. 
The apartments are to be occupied by the REGIS-
TERED LESSEE and LESSEE'S spouse and ... legally 
adopted children only (p. 3). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
While providing housing for specifi'c populations and dealing with 
related problems, one confronts personal space needs, interpersonal re-
lationships, and perceived satisfaction levels. The dwelling unit in 
which the married student chooses to live while attending the univer-
sity affects his or her ability to function as a student, spouse, em-
ployee, and possibly, parent. Housing choices also affect feelings of 
involvement in the life of the university and the surround·ing commun-
ity. Years are spent attending a university while in the process of 
pursuing formal education. If the living space is not adequate (either 
physical or psychological), the student's sense of satisfaction may be 
a result of perceived experiences in housing. 
This chapter looks at some of the research related to the married 
student and his or her relationship to the university community in 
terms of the living space. The concept of what home is and the role 
it plays in one's life and consequent perceived satisfaction is in-
cluded in the chapter. Rental apartments, including those \'Jhich are 
university-owned and those privately-owned in the community are re-
viewed. Culture also plays a role when researching the process of per-
ception with regard to satisfaction toward one's housing. Adaptation 
and coping techniques are also considered as these mechanisms play an 
integral part of the relationship between the built environment and 
the resultant behavior via one's level of perception. 
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Effects of the Living Environment 
Spatial Inadequacy 
There are many variables involved when considering what consti-
tutes a family•s feeling of solidarity or belonging. One area of 
concern relates to the perceived adequacy of space in one•s living 
environment. Stokols (1972) states that perceived satisfaction in 
one•s environment is influenced, in part, by a sense of spatial 
inadequacy. 
According to Stokols (1972, pp. 75-76), recognizing spatial in-
adequacy arouses feelings of psychological and physiological stress. 
This perceived crowding develops over time and is determined through 
a combination df environmental and personal factors. Psychological 
stress is perceived when one realizes that the space demand exceeds 
the available·supply. This results in feelings of infringement or 
lack of privacy. Chapin (1951) finds that 
psychological response to an excessive number of persons 
per room, expressed as complaints because of ... irri-
tations ... and frustrations ... due to lack of 
personal privacy is the most direct aspect of crowding 
(p. 12). 
Research findings (Rossi, 1955, p. 79) show that when consider-
ing mobility in families, it is not the objective amount of space 
that causes the families to want to move but the ''subjective evalua-
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tion of that space as fulfilling or not fulfilling household require-
ments.11 Riemer and Demerath (1952, p. 231) discuss the effects within 
the family regarding housing conditions and speculate that crowding in 
the home induces the family to spend less hours in the home. 
Beyer (1965~ pp. 280-281) indicates that a family must adapt to 
the design plan of an apartment. The degree of livability that a de-
sign will provide depends upon how well the architectural features of 
the living space meet the needs of those who carry on activities 
within it. 
Some theories indicate (Proshansky, Ittelson, and Rivlin, 1970) 
that space influences behavior. 
Seen from the viewpoint of the participant in the environ-
mental process, the surroundings typically are 1 neutral 1 ; 
they enter into awareness only when they deviate from 
some adaptation level. Although the participant remains 
largely unaware of his surroundings in the environmental 
process, these surroundings continue to exert considerable 
influence on his behavior (pp. 36-37). 
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Perin (1970, p. 129) states that 11 the lack of sufficient space is 
actively destructive to strivings for sel f-fulfi 11 ment. 11 Dean (1953, 
p. 129) concludes that inadequate dwellings work for most families 
but many household operations and the inadequate facilitation for them 
seems to be below the tenant 1 s threshold of awareness. 
It is found that varying levels of spatial adequacy and spatial 
inadequacy influence the inhabitants of the space. These influences 
are expressed as feelings of satisfaction nr dissatisfaction with the 
living environment. 
The degree of livability is reflected in the perceived feelings 
of overall satisfaction with one 1 s living environment. Harris (1976, 
p. 12) finds that the quality of housing affects overall housing satis-
faction; but, it is only a small component of overall satisfaction in 
housing. 
Further research (Onibokun, 1974, pp. 189-190) indicates that 
satisfaction of human beings is not absolute and that 11 habitability 11 
refers to the type of tenant-dwelling-environment-management inter-
action system. This system results in a type of dwelling which is 
considered by 11 the tenant component 11 of the system as a relatively 
acceptable environment in light of what tenants consider to be their 
housing needs and expectations. Thus, the 11 housing uniV' is consid-
ered as an important subsystem of a housing habitability system. In 
this sense, 11 habitability would always be considered as a relative 
concept 11 (Onibokun, 1974, p. 198). 
Habitability reflects different combinations of separate com-
ponents of perceived satisfaction. Ahlbrandt and Brophy (1976, 
p. 523) find that tenant satisfaction is related to neighbors, the 
neighborhood, cleanliness, and the physical unit, but management is 
the most important determinant. In part, management consists of 
strictness, empathy, maintenance, and responsiveness. 
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·Other research (Becker, 1974, p. 187) indicates the neighborhood 
plays an important part in one's satisfaction. The reaction of the 
surrounding community and its friendliness toward the residents is 
found to be important to the residents. It affects the resident's 
perceptions, thus influencing overall feelings of satisfaction of liv-
ing within the housing development (Becker, 1974, p. 187). 
Morris, Crull, and Winter (1976, p. 317) find that neighborhood 
satisfaction is the strongest influence on housing satisfaction. 
Other findings (Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers, 1976, p. 249) indi-
cate that from those residents not satisfied with their communities, 
half are also not satisfied with their housing. 
Another study (Weber, Managan, and Windsor, 1978) conducted in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma, reveals that the largest single concern in 
rental housing is related to maintenance. Weber et al. (1978, 
pp. 24-25) show that the tenants in rental housing do not feel there 
is adequate storage, enough accoustical insulation, or outside en-
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closed play space for children. Weber et al. (1978, p. 30) also indi-
cate· that satisfaction is determined by location, design, and rent. 
Pruitt (1978, p. 237) indicates that neighborhood satisfaction is 
important and that a familyls satisfaction with its standard of living 
is the greatest influence on their overall satisfaction with quality 
of life. One study (Rainey, Nickols, and Stewart, 1977) finds that: 
. satisfaction with the dwelling and satisfaction 
with the neighborhood are related to satisfaction with 
quality or life ... the greatest influence on satis-
faction with life comes from the attitudinal response 
to the housing environment ... rather than directly 
from the objective measures of the . dwelling unit 
(p. 14).' 
Concepts of Home 
Studies have been conducted which reveal many approaches to hous-
ing satisfaction. Research indicates that when perceiving the housing 
phenomenon, one attaches many symbolic values to the concept. Davis 
and Roizen (1971, p. 37) discuss the symbolic value of a building and 
include the aesthetic-cultural context, which is the way the building 
symbolizes a user 1 s perception of oneself. This perception alsochanges 
with time as the desirability to the users may change, resulting in a 
change in satisfaction. 11 Whether or not the building is perceived as 
appropriate to time and place may be important to user satisfaction 11 
(Davis and Roizen, 1971, p. 37). 
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When dealing with the symbolic value of house, new concepts of 
home emerge with more psychological input. This is expressed in the 
findings by Weber et al. (1978, p. 29) that most of the rental housing 
tenants surveyed feel 11 at home anywhere if they had their belongings 
around them. 11 
One researcher (Rakoff, 1977, p. 9~) concludes that the home is 
a protector against the world's chaos~ Research has been done on the 
psychological concepts of home (Hayward, 1977), and nine dimensions 
have emerged. These are: 
Home as a relationship with others ... home as a sense 
of belonging, love and togetherness, 'where someone 
cares for me' ... 
Home as social network ... including relationships among 
friends, neighbors, the community ... acquaintances 
in the neighborhood . . . 
Home as self-identity ... serves as a symbol of how they 
want to be seen by others ... a center of one's 
world, a reflection of one's ideas and values, and an 
important influence on being comfortable and happy 
with oneself. 
Home as a place of privacy and refuge ... chance to be 
alone ... not be bothered ... a place of rest ... 
and be safe and secure. 
Home as continuity ... one's relationship to an environ-
ment over time ... can return to ... 
Home as a personalized place ... home as a concept which 
emerges from an active pYocess of creating and control-
ling an environment. 
Home as a base of activity acknowledges more of a functional 
and behavioral orientation to home ... where one's day 
'starts' and 'ends' ... 
Home as chi 1 dhood home . . . where peop 1 e grew up . . . 
Home as physical structure ... impersonal view of a hous-
ing environment space in and around the dwelling 
(p. 12). 
Overall satisfaction is a result of how one adapts oneself to the 
environment. Adaptation is a process of coping which affects one's 
perception of the primary living environment. To assess satisfaction 
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levels it is necessary, therefore, to consider the phenomenon of coping 
techniques and adaptive behavior. 
Coping Mechanisms and Behavioral Adaptations 
When dealing with housing satisfaction and its assessment, there 
must be an ability to perceive the environment and to determine whether 
one's housing fulfills one's needs. One adjusts to the present living 
conditions by engaging in certain behavior if the housing environment 
is perceived as being less than ideal. Becker (1977b, p. 211) discusses 
coping via the "coping mechanism." He suggests modifying the physical 
environment directly to arrive at a more acceptable image of home; 
changing one's own idea.of the residence or oneself; or changing one's 
own behavior pattern. 
When discussing environmental perceptions, the "true" evaluation~ 
according to Daun (1978, p. 339), is a result of psychological ration-
alization. Interviewees tend to be defensive in regard to their hous-
ing and adjust themselves accordingly. This results in a more positive 
attitude. Morris and Winter (1978, p. 155) conclude that most feel-
ings of satisfaction are reported relatively accurate except possibly, 
the extreme of dissatisfaction. 
Yockey (1976, p. 8) finds that those who feel apathetic may have 
less sensitivity to deficits. Vlhen expressing this in terms of satis-
faction in housing, there would be less tendency to feel and/or express 
dissatisfaction. Yockey (1976, p. 8) suggests this indifference is an 
adaptation to low income status and not as a result of different hous-
ing norms. 
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Turin (1973, p. 53) explains that 11 the process of coping is se-
lection from several perceived and available regions which will result 
in the particular behavior or action. It is not the behavior or the 
action itself. 11 In other words, a process of the awareness for the 
need to adapt to one's housing is noted rather than the actual behav-
ior that results. 
According to Proshansky, Ittelson, and Rivlin (1976, p. 180), 
11 Acceptance is a form of adaptation to negative situations in which 
the individual's willingness to act to change the situation is neu-
tralized.11 Perception of satisfaction with housing is related to the 
values involved. 
Montgomery (1957, pp. 11-12) concludes from his study of families 
that there are values present but they are not sufficiently articula-
ted or translated. This is reflected in living in a dwelling that is 
perceived as less than ideal because one can not find reflected hous-
ing values in an appropriate price range. Findings conclude that ''the 
major cause of a reduction· in housing satisfaction is the combined in-
fluence of the normative housing deficits and a reduction in neighbor-
hood satisfaction 11 (Morris and Winter, 1978, p. 189). 
Becker (l977b, p. 189) states that if one has a full range of 
available coping mechanisms and the present housing situation is dif-
ferent from the ideal, one will be satisfied with one's housing. 
Others who have limited coping mechanisms at hand will more often ex-
perience dissatisfaction if the present housing is not the ideal hous-
ing image. Again, this dissonance or dissatisfaction could be a 
result of the current housing being perceived as long term rather than 
short term (p. 182). 
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Morris and Winter (1978, p. 152) find there is a tendency for 
more lower income than middle income families to be satisfied with 
housing that has more deficits because the lack of money lowers ex-
pectations. This reduces the effect of income-caused deficits on per-
ceived satisfaction. 
Theoretically, the 11 most probable cause of reported satisfaction 
is a measure of the extent to which unfilled needs exist 11 (Morris and 
\IJinter, 1978, p. 153). These needs are ''defined in terms of cultural 
norms. . 11 The researchers suggest that 11 reported satisfaction is 
expected to be low when an important need is not met 11 (p. 153). 
Resultant perceptions of the housing facility is a part of the 
final product. This product, according to Riker (1956, p. 214), is 
the 11 Students who have been helped to grow and to learn by living in 
an environment favorable to growth and learning. 11 Saegert (1976, 
p. 222) has claimed in her studies that the issue is 11 tO attempt to 
selectively 1 imit the amount and types of stress the user ... must 
experience. 11 In order to build for a particular population, then, it 
is necessary to get input from those people who will be using that 
space. 
User Needs Input 
Becker (l977a, p. 100) states that a basic assumption on which 
environmental psychology rests supports the fact that buildings de-
signed with user input are more satisfactory for their occupants 
than those built without it. For user participation processes to 
satisfy the human need to create and control one's surroundings, user 
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control of decisions is considered. He also finds that there is a 
significant correlation between the amount of student input in the 
original design of a facility and the satisfaction of currently en-
rolled students. 
Davis and Roizen (1971) find that students arrive at the univer-
sity with a w-ide variety of housing needs, and having a range of hous-
ing types on campus will result in satisfying more students than any 
one type would be ab 1 e to, no matter hm'l ide a l. 
The combination of architecture and behavioral science al-
lows architectural forms to respond to behavior ... the 
architect is able to control environmental factors which 
affect human behavior and can more accurately satisfy 
user needs (p. 38). 
Another research study _(Perin, 1970, p. 134) states, 11 The social organ-
ization of the users is as much a fact as the physical organization of 
spaces and places}' Obata (1962, pp. 58-59) indicates that the spaces 
between the buildings should be as important as the space within the 
buildings. To be successful, the building must not only pr·ovide for 
the basic needs but emotionally satisfy the people who use it. 
Researchers give suggestions on how to gather input from those 
living in the dwelling units so as to attempt to improve living satis-
faction. According to Riker (1956, p. 32), an assessment of the hous-
ing situation should be made which includes the examination of present 
and future space needs and potential outcome of the proposed housing 
for the institution as a whole. Good planning is based on organization, 
attention to detail, and cooperative team effort. Sims (1978, p. 490) 
suggests one should gather users in homogeneous groupings with similar 
environmental needs. These typical groupings may be based on charac-
teristics such as the stage in life cycle or social class. 
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Shearer (1977, p. 7) expresses the need to recognize the charac-
teristics of the environment which encourage conversation or influence 
the relationship between people and to let these serve as the bases 
for design decisions. Studying the characteristics of the environment 
or engaging user studies can be a valuable tool by which new facili-
ties are built. According to Lee (1966, p. 57) housing in the past 
has been designed and built on the basis of what the builders think 
the housing dwellers may require. 
There are problems, however, as Kurtz (1971, p. 41) mentions. 
He believes in evaluating a building from the user standpoint but con-
cludes that the prospective residents are not participants in planning, 
construction, or administrative decisions. The transient nature of 
tenantry and its. changing character may make it impossible or even un-
desirable from a planning standpoint. He also states that the exclu-
sion has its consequences; the 11 passive resistance 11 from those who 
merely accept or reject their environment (p. 48). What seems to pre-
vent creative alternatives· is the transient nature of academics and 
passivity as a result of non-involvement in planning and administration. 
Not until tenants decide to demand as much responsibility 
(not merely privelege) for their housing as students do 
for their education, will they start to become the cli-
ents for whom apartment blocks are built (Kurtz, 1971, 
p. 48). 
With this interaction between the inhabitants and housing being 
reviewed, another kind of interaction is considered. This interaction 
occurs between the student and university housing. 
University Housing 
Hewes (1963, p. 78) states that housing is an important part of 
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the total institutional program because it affects the student's atti-
tudes, behavior, and receptivity to academic life. Housing also af-
fects the level of the student's identification with the college 
community. 
It has only been in the last four decades that scientists have 
become aware of the role of housing. Even less research has been done 
regarding the housing facilities of the university environment and 
the married student population (Melson, Inman, and Kemp, 1978, p. 176). 
Researchers are beginning to study the effects concerning the in-
teraction between housing and the inhabitants. While researching man's 
immediate or primary living environment, it has been found that this 
environment influences man's feeling of security, group cohesiveness, 
and sense of place (Montgomery, 1969, p. 53). Researchers have often 
been unaware of the relationship between design and the consequences 
felt in the family's resultant perception of whether their values are 
being fulfilled or not. Fulfilling both the physical and psychologi-
cal needs will ultimately contribute to the family's sense of belong-
ing or place in the environment and will add a feeling of solidarity 
to the family (Montgomery, 1969, p. 55). 
Davis and Roizen (1971) indicate if a basic threshold of user 
needs is met, individual architectural features are not the determi~ 
nants of overall satisfaction. 
It seems ... that student feelings ... come from his 
general image of the building; from his overall ideas 
about its character, mood, ethos. Specific features are 
to gripe about. The overall design and 'feel' is to like 
or dislike. Gripes about specific features are quite 
independent of overall satisfaction (p. 35). 
Research (Lumpkin, 1969) shows that students have a complex 
relationship with their housing environment. It is the perceived 
adequacy or inadequacy which influences emotional stability and sat-
isfaction with the university environment as well as the student•s 
ability to perform academically (Lumpkin, 1969, p. 3). The student 
population is affected by the living environment and when looking at 
facilities for the student, the married student population must be 
considered. 
University Married Student Housing 
Despite widespread existence of planned and subsidized housing 
for married students, little research has been done on the married 
student populafion (Melson, Inman, and Kemp, 1978, p. 176). Oppelt 
(1965) states that the 
... married .. : student has become a permanent and 
significant element on college campuses. Unfortunately, 
accurate information concerning the characteristics and 
behavior of this group is scarce (p. 228). 
Married student housing is an ever-increasing common feature of 
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universities in the United States and not very much is known concern-
ing the association between housing characteristics and familial re·la-
tions (Melson et al. 1978, p. 176). Perceived satisfaction toward 
one•s living environment is expressed as a result of many variables. 
Melson et al. (1978) find that length of time in present housing is 
associated with increased dissatisfaction and perceived stress. They 
also suggest, however, that the students with children feel more and 
more burdened with their multiple role demands of spouse, parent, and 
student, no matter where they are residing. 
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Complaints regarding the housing unit, among married junior col-
lege students in northeastern Oklahoma, include inadequacy of space 
(Mann, 1972, p. 49). Other research (Chamblis, 1961, pp. 413-414) in-
dicates that married students residing off campus envy those married 
students living on campus and feel they are being denied the advan-
tages of those on campus. The off campus dwellers also feel exploited 
by the property owners. On the other hand, the university apartment 
dwellers have complaints regarding maintenance, fire hazards, sanita-
tion, traffic, laundry facilities, and play areas. Some married stu-
dents also indicate a willingness to accept any kind of housing if the 
rent is cheap (Chamblis, 1961, pp. 413-414). 
Hutter (1969, p. 14) concludes that families in university apart-
ments have their needs fulf-illed by facilities close to home. Hutter 
(1969, pp. 9, 14) also finds that the common trait of student status 
among those residing in married student housing reinforces commitment 
as a student. At the same time, one residing in the student housing 
community feels more pressure to study and compete academically, even 
against neighbors. 
Some characteristics show that married student families residing 
in university housing have fewer children per family than student fam-
ilies with children living in other housing facilities (Fink and 
Cooke, 1973, p. 42). Most couples, according to Moore, Forrest, and 
Hinkle (1972, p. 46), do not participate in or create permanent social 
organizations, and over half of all the spouses questioned say their 
best friends live outside of their married student housing facility. 
Dressel (1965, p. 922) and Rogers (1958, pp. 195-197) indicate that 
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married students participate at a minimal level in the program activ-
ities on campus. However, Rogers (1958, p. 198) concludes that less 
participation is not necessarily undesirable as married students may 
have an adequate social life of a different kind. 
Moore et al. (1972) also reveal that the majority of married stu-
dents residing in university-owned housing move there and stay there 
because of convenience (close to campus), and it is inexpensive (rea-
sonable rent). Among their complaints are inadequate furnishings, 
poor design, and construction problems. 
Apparently, the respondents did not move into university-
owned housing with a primary aim of meeting their social 
needs, nor did they perceive social change in their com-
munity as a goal after arriving there (p. 42). 
Conclusion 
Chapter II reviewed the relationship between housing and per-
ceived satisfaction with that housing. While attending th~ univer-
sity it is considered important for the institution to provide 
adequate housing facilities in order to facilitate or enhance the 
student's adaptation to university life and academic performance. 
When dealing with housing satisfaction one must assess whether 
or not the dwelling unit fulfills one's needs. Coping mechanisms 
or behavioral adaptations in varying degrees are engaged as a re-
sult. Applying a full range of coping mechanisms to perceived def-
icits in one's housing will result in more satisfaction than if one 
does not have access to as many coping mechanisms. Perceived spatial 
inadequacy shows that stress occurs both physiologically and 
psychologically. Varying levels of spatial adequacy, consequently, 
influence feelings of satisfaction with one's living environment. 
When planning new housing facilities such as married student 
housing it is considered important that an evaluation of the needs 
of the users of that space be done. Research finds that it is not 
the objective measures, i.e., architect~ral features, that determine 
overall satisfaction, but the attitudinal responses to the housing 
environment. These attitudinal responses change over time. 
Dober (1968, p. 119) states that in volume, housing represents 
the largest single capital investment among the various types of 
buildings on campus. Not only has the issue of quantity and quality 
been discussed but whether or not the institutions have an obliga-
tion to provide housing as part of their academic purpose. The ma-
jor trends in institutions that furnish housing involve an expansion 
of the institutional role of providing for the varying types of 
campus population through a diversity in the housing accommodations. 
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Oklahoma State University is presently engaged in a "feasibility 
study'' with regard to a capital investment involving the replacement 
of a section of housing built after World War II that is being used 
as part of the married student housing facility. The study is eco-
nomic in nature and is analyzing the impact of replacement of the hous-
ing facilities or accommodating married students in privately-owned 
rental apartments in the community. 
Studying the impact of housing not only calls for an economic 
viewpoint, but a social-psychological perspective as well. There is 
a need for research to be done in this latter area, as the housing 
facilities may plan an important role in the life of the students. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
The review of literature in Chapter II reflected the importance 
of studying the complex interaction between the housing facility and 
human behavior. The importance of assessing perceived satisfaction 
among married students regarding their rented living spaces in 
university-owned and privately-owned apartments was emphasized. 
The purpose of this chapter will be to take a more in-depth look 
at the population that will be assessed. The type of research, sample 
selection, method of data collection, instrument development, and sub-
sequent analysis will be explained. 
Type of Research 
The type of research chosen by the researcher for this study was 
the comparative descriptive study. There were two groups of married 
students that were to be assessed regarding socio-demographic factors 
of sex of respondent, family size, classification in school, tenure, 
and expected tenure in residence in their chosen living space. These 
groups resided in either university-owned married student housing rental 
apartments or in privately-o~med rental apartments in the community of 
Stillwater. The difference between these two groups in the levels of 
satisfaction with one's 1 i vi ng spaces was to be assessed and compared. The 
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comparative study was thought to be the most appropriate method to 
use in assessing perceived satisfaction. 
Population and Sample 
The sample for this research study was_comprised of the married 
students that were enrolled at Oklahoma State University in the 
spring semester of 1979 and residing in Stillwater. The sample in-
cluded the married students living in rented living spaces in 
university-owned and maintained married student housing apartments 
and those living in privately-owned apartments in the community of 
S t i 11 water. 
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The researcher submitted a letter requesting a record of all 
married student enrollment (Appendix A) and acquired a list of all mar-
ried students enrolled at Oklahoma State University in the spring 
semester of 1979 from the Registrar's Office (Enrollment Statistics: 
Enrollment Qy Clas~_, ~ex, and Marital Status, p. 3). The population 
included a total of 3,947 ~arried students. The researcher then re-
quested of the Registrar's Office a print-out of the Student Informa-
tion List for the reported telephone numbers of the enrolled married 
students in the spring semester of 1979. Any like telephone numbers 
were considered as one unit to minimize potentially similar input. 
Also eliminated were those married students who were graduating in 
May, 1979, International students (because of their varied backgrounds 
and perceptions regarding housing satisfaction), those leaving campus 
for the summer, and those students who were temporarily attend·ing Ok-
lahoma State University for only summer course work. The remaining 
list of 1,589 telephone numbers was used to contact the married stu-
dents in the summer semester of 1979. 
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The researcher pretested with eight respondents to determine the 
validity of the questionnaire. To obtain the eight interviews for 
the pilot study, it was necessary to call 51 telephone numbers via 
random selection. The researcher originally planned to get 15 inter-
views. Two more telephone numbers were added to the list to account 
for rejections. The sample of 1,589 telephone numbers was then di-
vided by 17. This result indicated every 94th telephone number would 
be called. To obtain the eight actual contacts it was necessary to 
go three deep on each 94th telephone number. In other words, the 94th, 
95th, 96th, l88th, l89th, l90th, etc. telephone n~mbers were called to 
obtain eight successful interviews. The pilot study is included in 
Appendix B. From the remaining l ,538 telephone numbers it was deter-
mined by committee members that a five percent sample would be suf-
ficient, i.e., 77 interviews. At the pil·ot study rate of rejections 
of 51 telephone calls for eight interviews, it was necessary to de-
sign the random sample of potentially calling 491 telephone numbers. 
This was the equivalent of every third number on the list after begin-
ning with the first one on the list. Each number was called three 
times at varying times of days, if an answer was not obta·ined the first 
or second call. No respondent refused to participate in the inter-
view. Those respondents in the rejection category included those who 
owned their house or trailer home, were renting a house or duplex, 
were getting a divorce, not home after three calls, or had a discon-
nected telephone number. 
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To be chosen for this research, at least one member of the couple 
had to be enrolled as a student. Either a female or male married 
student was interviewed. In the case of both being a married student, 
the one answering the telephone was questioned. 
Method of Data Collection 
On the basis of previous methods used in analyzing perceived 
housing satisfaction, the researcher felt that an interview adminis-
tered via the telephone was the best method for securing the data for 
the study. It was believed (Oilman, 1978) the telephone interview 
was the most financially efficient method for the researcher and 
would also reduce costs_to the respondents, i.e., embarrassment over 
personal questions (Oilman, 1978, p. 230). It was thought that the 
respondent would feel less intimidated and answer more honestly be-
cause of relative anonymity. 
The interview was conducted over the telephone with the married 
students between the hours of 9 a.m. and 10 p.m. It was believed that 
the residents would already have an overall opinion regarding their 
housing and its adequacy and interviewing at different times of the 
day would not significantly matter. Any meal or meal preparation 
time was avoided. If the married student was not at home, the tele-
phone number was reserved and called again later, up to two more 
times. 
Instrumentation 
The structured interview schedule was designed by the researcher 
with regard to the housing environment and subsequent perceived 
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satisfaction with that environment. The interview schedule was struc-
tured to obtain measurement of basic socio-demographic characteristics 
of respondents, the reasons for choosing the present rental apartment, 
perceived satisfaction with one's interior rented living space, and 
satisfaction with the overall rental facility. The instrument was 
referred to as the Perceived Satisfaction Assessment (P.S.A.) . 
. The development of the instrument involved a pilot questionnaire 
administered via the telephone to eight married students chosen by 
random selection. The responses were analyzed for clarity and revi-
sions were made where needed. 
To collect data for the telephone questionnaire, the researcher 
asked to speak with the married student. The researcher introduced 
herself to the party on the telephone and explained that she was a 
graduate student who was collecting data from married students at Ok-
lahoma State University, who resided in the on campus married student 
housing apartments and in the off campus community rental apartments. 
It was then explained to the respondent that he or she was part of a 
carefully selected sample and that his or her opinions were valuable 
in obtaining information regarding the satisfaction with their rented 
living space. Privacy of all answers was assured and it was explained 
that the grouped and coded data would later be destroyed. 
The structured telephone interview was administered which in-
cluded obtaining brief socio-demographic characteristics, perceptions 
regarding the interior of the rental apartment, reasons for choosing 
the rental unit, and questions related to fulfillment of needs or 
perceived housing adequacy. Each interview was recorded on an answer 
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sheet with preplanned coding. After the interview was completed, the 
researcher expressed her appreciation for the respondent's sharing of 
time and information. The telephone interview was coded and trans-
fe~red onto a computer program for analysis. The survey instrument 
is listed in Appendix C. 
Data Analysis 
The researcher used frequency tables, percentages, and the chi-
square test (x2) in order to determine differences between the two 
sample groups related to perceived levels of satisfaction and reasons 
for the selection of the rental unit. 
Summary 
Chapter III discussed the comparative descriptive type of re-
search that was done. There were two groups of married students who 
were interviewed and satisfaction with their rented living space was 
assessed. The sample selection dealt with those married students en-
rolled in the spring of 1979 at Oklahoma State University. Inter-
views were done via the telephone with 77 respondents. Questions 
dealt with demographic information, choices of apartments, reasons for 
their apartment selection and resultant satisfaction with those choices. 
The analysis of the data was done by means of frequencies, percentages, 




Chapter IV presents the data anlysis for this study. The data 
were analyzed by means of frequencies, percentages, and chi-square 
tests. The acceptable alpha level for significance was p < .05. 
Analysis of the basic socio-demographic characteristics showed that 
there was a much larger-proportion of males than females interviewed, 
and that over 60 percent of the interviewees resided in the university-
owned married student housing apartments (m.s.h.). All of the m.s.h. 
apartments had four rooms excluding the bathroom, were furnished, and 
had utilities included in the rent payment. Rent payments for the en-
tire sample ranged from $80.00 to $325.00, with an average rent pay-
ment being $175.00. The majority of respondents indicated they had no 
children. The respondent was usually an undergraduate student who 
lived in a four room apartment, excluding the bathroom. Almost all 
of the respondents had some of their own furniture in the apartment 
with them. Over half had lived in their present apartment for a year 
or more, with about half of the sample planning to move in another 
year or more. 
Analysis 
The null form of each hypothesis was analyzed by chi-square. Each 
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hypothesis will be presented with the analysis following. 
There will be no significant difference in selected 
socio-demographic factors of sex of respondent, 
family size, student classification, tenure, and 
expected tenure in residence, between married stu-
dents residing in university-owned apartments and 
privately-owned community rental apartments. 
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Selected socio-demographic factors considered sex of respondent, 
family size, student classification, apartment size, length of resi-
dence in the apartment, and expected amount of time left before mov-
ing from the apartment. From the sample of 77, 49 (63.64 percent) of 
the respondents lived in m.s.h. apartments and 28 (36.36 percent) 
lived in community apartments. 
Thirty-six (73.5 percent) males responded from m.s.h. and 21 
(75 percent) males responded from the community (Table I). This study 
consisted of a larger percent of males responding than females. A 
x2 value of .02 was not found to be significant at the .05 level when 
considering the difference between the residents of m.s.h. and commun-
ity housing regarding sex of respondent. 
Findings indicated there were 30 (61.2 percent) m.s.h. residents 
and 19 (67.9 percent) community residents who had no children. Those 
who stated they had one child or more included 19 (38.8 percent) m.s.h. 
and 9 (32.1 percent) community residents. A x2 value of .35 showed 
no significant difference for number of children between the respon-
dents in m.s.h. and community housing at the .05 level. 
Findings indicated about two-thirds of each housing group were 
undergraduates enrolled in the university. There were 31 (63.3 per-
cent) m.s.h. and 16 (57.1 percent) community respondents who were 
undergraduates with 18 (36.7 percent) m.s.h. and 12 (42.9 percent) 
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community respondents who were classified as graduate or special stu-
dents. A x2 value of .78 showed no significant difference in the 
















CHI-SQUARE VALUES FOR SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC 
FACTORS BY HOUSING TYPE 
n % n % 
Male Female 
36 (73.5) 13 (26.5) 
21 (75.0) 7 (25.0) 
None l+ 
30 (61.2) 19 (38.8) 
19 (67.9) 9 (32.1.) 
U.G. Grad. 
31 (63.3) 18 (36. 7) 
16 (57. 1) 12 (42.9) 
Yes No 
41 (83. 7) 8 (16.3) 







It was indicated that 41 (83.7 percent) of the m.s.h. residents 
and 26 (92.9 percent) of the community residents had some of their own 
furniture in the apartment with them.· Only eight (16.3 percent) m.s.h. 
residents and two (7.1 percent) community residents stated they did 
not have any of their own furniture in the apartment with them. The 
difference between the m.s.h. and community housing groups in their 
responses to owning furniture was not significant at the .05 level. 
The last two factors involved in Ho1 were related to the length 
of time the renter had lived in the apartment (Table II) and how 
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much longer he/she planned to live there (Table III)~ There were 35 
{71.4 percent) m.s.h. and 12 (42.9 percent) community residents who 
had lived in their present apartment for at least one year (Table II). 
Fourteen (28.6 percent) m.s.h. and 16 (57.1 percent) community resi-
dents stated they had lived in their present apartment for less than 
one year. The difference between the m.s.h. and community housing 






CHI-SQUARE VALUE FOR LENGTH OF TENURE 
BY HOUSING TYPE 
Length of Tenure 
<1 year >1 
-
n % n 
14 (28.6) 35 
16 (57. 1) 12 
*Significant at .05 level. 
year i 
% 





TABLE II I 
CHI-SQUARE VALUE FOR PLANS TO MOVE 
BY HOUSING TYPE 
Plans to Move 
<1 year >1 year 
n % n % 
20 (40.8) 29 (59.2) 
18 (64.3) 10 ( 35. 7) 




Table III shows there were 29 (59.2 percent) m.s.h. and 10 (35.7 
percent) community residents who planned to move out of their present 
apartment in a year or more. Those who planned to move in less than 
one year incl0ded 20 (46.8 percent) m.s.h. and 18 (64.3 percent) com~ 
munity respondents. The difference between the m.s.h. and community 
housing groups in planning to move was found to be significant at the 
.05 level, with a x2 value of 3.92. 
The previous ?iscussion included basic socio-demographic factors 
regarding the sample of m.s.h. residents and community residents. 
There were no significant differences between the groups in terms of 
sex of respondent, family size, student classification, and if the 
respondents had any of their own furniture in the apartment (Table I). 
However, there were significant differences (p < .05) between groups 
related to how long the respondents had lived in their present apart-
ment and how much longer they planned on living there. A larger 
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proportion of m.s.h. residents than community residents had lived in 
their apartment for a year or more and were planning to live there 
another year or more. These significant differences should be viewed 
as trends, since the small sample of community residents may have in-
fluenced the validity of the statistical test. From the findings 
cited above, the first null hypothesis was partially rejected. 
The second null hypothesis was designed to determine reasons and 
analyze importance of selected variables in apartment selection. 
There will be no significant difference in the rea-
sons for choosing un·iversity-owned apartments (on 
campus) or privately-owned community rental apart-
ments (off campus) between the married students 
residing in married student housing and those re-
siding in privately-owned community apartments. 
Certain variables weie involved when choosing an apartment. 
Those variables pertaining to the apartment in this study included 
cost, rules, size, recreational facilities, social environment, and 
maintenance. Other variables considered were neighbors, neighborhood, 
a furnished apartment, and location. Information regarding major rea-
sons of apartment selection was gathered by asking an open-ended ques-
tion. A rating scale from l to 5 was utilized to collect some of the 
data. A rating of 1 was very unimportant, 2 was unimportant, 3 was 
neutral, 4 was important, and 5 was very important. The categories 
of the variables were later collapsed for analysis due to the small 
sample size where a rating of 1, 2, and 3 became the unimportant to 
neutral category and 4 and 5 became the important category. The re-
searcher felt a neutral response (3) reflected an unimportant status 
rather than important status in the interviewee's response. 
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Those factors not found to be significant at the .05 level regard-
ing the rating of certain variables in apartment selection included 
cost, regulations and rules, size, recreational facilities, social en-
vironment, and maintenance (Table IV). 
TABLE IV 
CHI-SQUARE VALUES FOR IMPORTANCE OF SPECIFIC 
VARIABLES WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT 
BY HOUSING TYPE 
Variable Unimportant Important x2 
n % n % 
Cost 
~S.H. 3 (6.1) 46 (93.0) .5 Community 3 (10.7) 25 (89.3) 
Regulations &·Rules 
M.S.H. 39 (79.6) 10 (20.4) . 71 Community 20 ( 71 . 4) 8 (28.6) 
Size 
M.S. H. 27 (55.0) 22 (45.0) . 51 Commun·ity 13 (46.4) 15 (53.6) 
Recreational Facilities 
M.S. H. 37 (75.5) 12 (24.5) 1.11 Community 24 (85. 7) 4 (14.3) 
Social Environment 
M.S. H. 41 (83. 7) 8 (16.3) .37 Community 22 (78.6) 6 (21.4) 
Maintenance 
M.S.H. 13 (26.5) 36 (73.5? . 71 Community 10 ( 35. 7) 18 (64.3 
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Of the 49 m.s.h. residents, 46 (93 percent) considered cost im-
portant when choosing an apartment, while 25 (89.3 percent) community 
residents responded that cost was important. When considering the 
regulations and rules of their apartment there were 39 (79.6 percent) 
responses of unimportant from the m.s.h. group and 20 (71.4 percent) 
responses of ·unimportant from the community group. The findings 
again indicated a non-significant difference between the m.s.h. and 
community housing groups when rating size of apartment. The sample 
was divided in about half when rating importance of apartment size. 
There was a slightly larger percentage of m.s.h. respondents than com-
munity respondents that thought apartment size was unimportant. 
When responding to the importance of recreational facilities, 37 
(75.5 percent) m.s.h. residents felt these facilities were unimportant, 
while 24 (85.7 percent) community residents responded that the facil-
ities were unimportant.· Recreational facilities were unimportant to 
a large percentage in both groups. There.were 41 (83.7 percent) re-
sponses of unimportant among the m.s.h. residents and 22 (78.6 percent) 
among community residents when they considered the social environment 
in their choice of apartment. Again, there was a larger percentage in 
both groups who responded that the social environment was unimportant. 
When rating the importance of maintenance in choosing an apartment, 
the majority from each group stated that it was important. Thirty-
six (73.5 percent) m.s.h. and 18 (64.3 percent) community respondents 
thought maintenance was important in their apartment choice. 
The previous findings cited were not significant at the .05 level. 
These included cost, regulations and rules, size, recreational 
facilities, social environment, and maintenance. The following dis-
cussion will reflect those variables which were significant at the 
.05 level. Those variables included neighbors, neighborhood, a fur-















CHI-SQUARE VALUES FOR IMPORTANCE OF NEIGHBORS, 
NEIGHBORHOOD, A FURNISHED APARTMENT, AND 
LOCATION WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT 
BY HOUSING TYPE 
Unimportant Important 
n % n % 
47 (95.9) 2 ( 4. 1 ) 
19 (67.9) 9 ( 32. l ) 
38 (77.55) 11 (22.45) 
10 (35. 7) 18 (64.3) 
17 (34. 7) 32 (65.3) 
20 (71.4) 8 (28.6) 
7 (14.3) 42 (85. 7) 
11 (39.3) 17 ( 60. 7) 






When choosing an apartment, the consideration of neighbors was 
unimportant to a larger percentage of the m.s.h. group with 47 (95.9 
39 
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percent) who claimed that stance (Table V). There were 19 (67.9 per-
cent) community dwellers who stated neighbors were unimportant, while 
9 (32.1 percent) said they were important. Neighbors were considered 
as an important factor to a larger percentage of the community resi-
dents than the m.s.h. residents. The x2 value of 11.52 showed a sig-
nificant difference between the m.s.h. and community housing groups 
regarding the importance of neighbors~ 
A significant difference at the .05 level was also found between 
the m.s.h. and community groups related to the importance of neighbor-
hood in apartment selection (Table V). The x2 value was 19.11. Neigh-
borhood was considered unimportant by a larger percentage of the m.s.h. 
group than the community group. There were 38 (77.55 percent) from 
the m.s.h. groups who stated neighborhood was unimportant, while 11 
(22.45 percent) stated it was important. Among the community dwellers 
there were 10 (35.7 percent) who claimed ne1ghborhood to be unimpo~ant, 
while 18 (64.3 percent) felt neighborhood to be important in their 
choice of apartment. 
Among the m.s.h. group there were 17 (34.7 percent) who stated 
that a furnished apartment was unimportant, while 32 (65.3 percent) 
m. s. h. dvJell ers thought a furnished apartment was important. Commun-
ity responses included 20 (71.4 percent) unimportant and 8 (28.6 per-
cent) important responses. A larger percentage of m.s.h. residents 
felt a furnished apartment was important, while a larger percentage 
of community residents felt a furnished apartment was unimportant. 
The x2 value of 9.8 for the difference between the m.s.h. and commun-
ity housing groups when rating the importance of a furnished apartment 
was significant at the .05 level. The m.s.h. apartments all were 
furnished and 83.7 percent of the m.s.h. residents owned furniture. 
When location of apartment was rated, a larger percentage of 
m.s.h. respondents thought location of apartment was important. 
There were 42 (85.7 percent) m.s.h. respondents who felt location 
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was important and 17 (60.7 percent) community residents who felt it 
was important. There were only 7 (14.3 percent) m.s.h. dwellers who 
stated location was unimportant, while 11 (39.3 percent) community 
dwellers stated location was unimportant in their choice of apart-
ment. The x2 value of 5.83 for the difference between the m.s.h. and 
community housing groups when rating the importance of location of 
apartment was significant at the .05 level. 
Table IV reflected many non-significant findings at the .05 level. 
Those included in this category were cost, regulations and rules, 
size, recreational facilities, social environment, and maintenance. 
Table V illustrated those findings that were significant at the .05 
level. Table V showed the rating of specific variables regarding 
unimportant or important status according to the interviewee's reply. 
Those included in this category were neighbors, neighborhood, a fur-
nished apartment, and location of apartment. Validity of x2 values 
may be questionable, due to the small sample size. 
The following discussion was designed to show the respondents' 
reasons for their apartment selection. They responded to an open-
end question and gave their first reason for apartment selection 
(Table VI). The findings showed a significant difference between the 
m.s.h. and community housing groups. 
TABLE VI 
CHI-SQUARE VALUE FOR THE FIRST REASON FOR 
APARTMENT SELECTION BY HOUSING TYPE 
First Reason n % 
Location 
M.S. H. 24 (49.0) 
Community 13 (46.4) 
Cost 
rvr:-s. H. 24 (49.0) 
Community 8 (28.6) 
Other 
~1.S.H. 1 (2.0) 
Community 7 (25.0) 
Note: x2=10.32; significant at . 05 1 eve l . 
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When the _respondents considered their main reason for selecting 
an apartment, location was first. There were 24 (49 percent) m.s.h. 
and 13 (46.4 percent) community dwellers who claimed location was the 
first factor in their choice. There were also 24 (49 percent) m.s.h. 
and 8 (28.6 percent) community dwellers who claimed cost was theirmain 
reason for selectinq their apartment. There were 7 (25 percent) com-
munity respondents and 1 (2 percent) m.s.h. respondent who identified 
"other" reasons which included apartment size and maintenance. The 
x2 value of 10.32 for the difference between residents of m.s.h. and 
community housing in terms of reasons for choosing the apartment was 
found to be significant at the .05 level. 
The previous discussion concerned the variables involved when 
selecting an apartment. Those factors which were not found to differ 
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significantly at the .05 level between the m.s.h. and community hous-
ing groups included the rating of cost, regulations and rules, size, 
recreational facilities, social environment, and maintenance. Those 
variables considered significant at the .05 level included the rating 
of neighbors, neighborhood, a furnished apartment, location, and the 
main reason given by the respondent for .their apartment selection. 
With these significant findings it must be acknowledged that the 
sample size was small, although trends may be seen. With the findings 
cited above, the second null hypothesis was partially rejected. 
There will be no significant difference in the per-
ceptions of housing satisfaction between married 
students who live in the university-owned and 
privately-owned community rental apartments. 
Information regarding resident satisfaction after moving and liv-
ing there for awhile was gathered. A rating scale from to 5 was 
also utilized to collect some of the data. A rating of was very un-
spacious or dissatisfied, 2 was unspacious or dissatisfied, 3 was 
neutral, 4 was spacious or. satisfied, and 5 was very spacious or sat-
isfied. The variable categories were later collapsed for analysis, 
due to the small sample size where a rating of l, 2, and 3 became 
the unspacious or dissatisfied to neutral category and 4 and 5 be-
came the spacious or satisfied category. The researcher felt a 
neutral response (3) reflected an unspacious or dissatisfied status 
in the interviewee's response. Information regarding place of study, 
apartment complex management, fulfillment of needs, basic likes or 
dislikes about the living space, location preference, and present 
living conditions were also analyzed. 
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Data regarding the location of where students liked to study re-
vealed a significant difference between the m.s.h. and community hous-
ing respondents at the .05 level. The x2 value was 12.63 (Table VII). 
TABLE VII 
CHI-SQUARE VALUE FOR THE REASONS OF STUDY 
LOCATION PREFERENCE BY HOUSING TYPE 
Housing Type Quiet 
n % 
M.S.H. 
Study at home 13 (26.5) 
M.S. H. 
--stUdy on campus 8 (16.3) 
Communit~ 
Study at home 4 (14.3) 
Communit~ 
Study on campus 8 (28.6) 






2 ( 7. l ) 
When asked where they liked to study, 24 (49 percent) m.s.h. 
residents stated they liked to study at home because of convenience, 
which included 11 family involvement. 11 Of the same group, l3 (26.5 
percent) stated it was quiet at home. This included the responses 
11 less distractions 11 and feelings of 11 privacy. 11 Fifty percent (14) of 
the community respondents said they liked to study at home because of 
convenience, which again included 11 family involvement. 11 There was a 
larger percentage of m.s.h. respondents who preferred to study at 
home. Of those respondents who liked to study on campus, many felt 
it was quieter on campus and that there were less distractions on 
campus. 
Additional data were obtained to show where the respondent 
studied when at home and findings revealed no significant difference 
between the m.s.h. and community respondents at the .05 level. The 
x2 value was 2.69. Twenty-six (53 percent) m.s.h. residents studied 
at a table. The rest studied on a sofa, recliner, or bed. There 
were 11 (39.3 percent) community respondents who studied at a desk, 
while 9 (32.1 percent) said they studied at a table. The remaining 
respondents studied on a sofa, recliner, or bed. 
The previous discussion revealed a significant difference be-
tween m.s.h. and community residents when asked where they preferred 
to study, but no significant findings occurred between the m.s.h. 
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and community respondents when stating where they studied when inside 
their apartment. The following discussion included information re-
garding perceptions of apartment spaciousness, management, maintenance, 
satisfaction with the apartment, and needs fulfilled by the apartment. 
A rating of unspacious or dissatisfied versus spacious or satisfied 
was utilized (Table VIII). None of these five findings were signifi-
cant at the .05 level. 
Over half of the m.s.h. and community residents found their 
apartment to be non-spacious (Table VIII). There were 31 (63.3 per-
cent) m.s.h. and 17 (60.7 percent) community respondents who stated 
their apartment was not spacious, which reflected a non-significant 
difference between the m.s.h. and community respondents. 
TABLE VI II 
CHI-SQUARE VALUES FOR PERCEPTION OF SPECIFIC 
VARIABLES RELATED TO THE APARTMENT 
BY HOUSING TYPE 
Variable n % n % 
~rtment S~aciousness Non-Spacious Spacious 
M.S.H. 31 (63.3) 18 ( 36. 7) 
Community 17 (60.7) 11 (39.3) 
Management Dissatisfied Satisfied 
~1.S.H. 14 (28.6) 35 (71.4) 
Community 10 ( 35. 7) 18 (64.3) 
Maintenance 
M.S. H. 8 (16.3) 41 (83. 7) 
Community 7 (25.0) 21 (75.0) 
A~artment Satisfaction 
~1. S. H. 13 (26.5) 36 (73.5) 
Community 7 (25.0) 21 (75.0) 
Needs Fulfillment 
M.S. H. 12 (24.5) 37 (75.5) 









When rating the management of their apartment complex, 35 (71.4 
percent) from m.s.h. felt satisfied, while 18 (64.3 percent) community 
respondents were satisfied. Most from both the m.s.h. (83.7 percent) 
and community (75 percent) groups stated they were satisfied with the 
maintenance. Again, most from the m.s.h. and community groups stated 
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they were satisfied with their aparttilent and that it fulfilled their 
perceived needs. 
The previous discussion was concerned with the rating of five vari-
ables related to the apartment to determine satisfaction with one's 
living space. Those variables which did not differ significantly 
{p < .05) between the two housing types included apartment spacious-
ness, management, maintenance done by the management, satisfaction 
with the apartment, and needs fulfillment by the living space. 
The next findings were also found not to be significant at the 
.05 level. A x2 value of .03 for the first finding indicated there 
was not a significant difference between the m.s.h. and community 
housing groups when asked .if they were now living in worse, the same, 
or better conditions than previous housing condit·ions. Twenty-four 
(49 percent) m.s.h. and 15 (53.6 percent) community respondents 
thought they were living in better conditions than their previous 
living space. Fifteen (30.6 percent) m.s.h. and 8 (28.6 percent) 
community respondents believed they were living in worse conditions 
than their previous dwelling. 
The residents then stated their major like of the present ar-
rangement. This was asked in the form of an open-end question and 
there were 77 responses (Table IX). From the m.s.h. group, 22 (45 
percent) said they liked their apartment location, while 11 (22.4 
percent) said they liked the size of the apartment. There were 9 
(32.1 percent) community respondents who stated their major like was 
management, maintenance, or building construction, which was placed 
in an 11 other 11 category. There were 8 (28.6 percent) community 
respondents who stated they liked the size of their apartment. The 
x2 value of 5.99 indicated there was not a significant difference at 
the .05 level between the m.s.h. and community housing group when 
determining a major like regarding the apartment. 
TABLE IX 
.CHI-SQUARE VALUE FOR THE MAJOR LIKE OF THE 
APARTMENT BY HOUSING TYPE 
Housing Location Size Cost Other 2 X 
Type n % n % n % n % 
M·.s. H. 22 (45.0) 11 (22.4) 10 (20.4) 6 (12.2) 
Community 7 (25.0) 8 (28.6) 4 (14.3) 9 ( 32 .1) 5.99 
The interviewees were given a chance to respond to an open-end 
question regarding the major dislike of the apartment. All 77 re-
spondents stated one major dislike (Table X). 
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The most frequent complaint among the m.s.h. group was management, 
which included maintenance and furnishings. There were 19 (38.8 per-
cent) m.s.h. residents who stated management as a major complaint, 
while 12 (24.5 percent) m.s.h. claimed building construction or out-
side facilities which were classified as "other. 11 Among the community 
group there were 11 (39.3 percent) complaints, which included cost, 
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building construction, or outside facilities. 
. 2 
A X value of 4.69 
indicated there was no significant difference at the .05 level between 







CHI-SQUARE VALUE FOR THE MAJOR DISLIKE OF 
THE APARTMENT BY HOUSING TYPE 
Size r~anagement Location Other 
n % n % n % n % 
11 -( 22. 4) 19 (38.8) 7 (14.3) 12 (24.5) 
4 (14.3) 6 (21. 4) 7 (25.0) 11 (39.3) 
x2 
4.69 
The respondents were given a chance to express where they would 
prefer to live (Table XI). Results of this data could possibly re-
flect perceptions of satisfaction with the present apartment. Of the 
m.s.h. respondents, there were 26 (53 percent) who preferred to stay 
where they were. Twenty-three (47 percent) m.s.h. dwellers \'/anted to 
move into an off campus community apartment. There were 17 (60.7 per-
cent) community dwellers who preferred to stay off campus in the com-
munity where they were. Of the 49 m.s.h. dwellers, 21 (42.9 percent) 
preferred to stay on campus in m.s.h. because of the location oftheir 
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. apartment in relation to classes. There were 23 (46.9 percent) m.s.h. 
dwellers who said they would prefer to move to a community apartment 
off campus. Nine reasons (18.4 percent) given by the m.s.h. residents 
were management-maintenance related and 8 (16.3 percent) preferred 




















CHI-SQUARE VALUE FOR THE PREFERENCE OF M.S.H. 
APARTMENTS OR OFF CAMPUS COMMUNITY 
APARTMENTS BY HOUSING TYPE 
Location Management Other 
n % n % n % 
21 (42.9) 3 ( 6. 1 ) 2 ( 4. 1 ) 
6 (12.2) 9 (18.4) 8 (16.3) 
11 (39.3) 0 0 0 0 
~ (28.5) _i (14.3) _i (17.9) 
46 16 15 









Among those respondents in the community apartments (off campus), 
ll (39.3 percent) preferred to move to the m.s.h. facilities on cam-
pus because of the m.s.h. location to classes (Table XI). There 
were 17 (60.7 percent) respondents who preferred to stay in their 
present community apartments. Eight (28.5 percent) of these responses 
were location because of privacy, neighborhood, and "less crowding 
overall." Five (17.9 percent) responses in the category referred to 
as "other" included "environmental variety," "less standardization," 
and "nicer looking." There was a larger percentage of community resi-
dents than m.s.h. residents, although over half from each housing 
group, who wanted to stay where they were presently living. The x2 
value of 24.19 indicated there was a significant difference at the 
.05 level between the m.s.h. and community residents when expressing 
where they would prefer to live. 
The previnus discussion included findings regarding Ho 3 and much 
of the data were not significant at the .05 level. Those findings 
that indicated there were not significant differences between the 
m.s.h. and community residents included study location when inside 
the apartment, perceived apartment spaciousness, management, mainte-
nance, satisfaction with apartment, and whether the apartment ful-
filled the resident•s needs. Other non-significant findings 
included present versus previous living conditions, major like and 
major dislike regarding the apartment. Significant findings in-
cluded preference of study location and where the respondent preferred 
to live. With the citings above the third null hypothesis was par-
tially rejected. 
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Chapter IV was designed to present and analyze the data for this 
study. The first null hypothesis was in regard to the differences be-
tween socio-demographic factors of the m.s.h. and community residents. 
The second null hypothesis was concerned with the reasons for apart-
ment choice and differences between the m.s.h. and community residents 
in those choices. The third null hypothesis was designed to determine 
the differences in housing satisfaction between the m.s.h. and commun-
ity residents. All three null hypotheses were partially rejected due 
to both significant and non-significant findings. 
Those findings that indicated a significant difference at the 
.05 level between the m.s.h. and community housing residents included 
the following: length of tenure in apartment, expected moving date, 
importance or unimportance of neighbors, neighborhood, a furnished 
apartment and location when choosing an apartment, and the main rea-
son for original apartment selection. Other significant findings in-
cluded study location preference and the reason for their preference 
for apartment location. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to examine if differences existed 
between married students residing in university-owned apartments and 
those residing in privately-owned community rental apartments in 
terms of selected socio-demographic factors of sex of respondents, 
family size, student classification, length of tenure and expected 
length of tenure in residence, rent, utilities, apartment size, and 
whether the apartment was furnished. The study also examined differ-
ences in the reasons for choosing university-owned apartments (on 
campus) or privately-owned community rental apartments (off campus). 
Differences in perceptioni of housing satisfaction between the married 
students living in privately-owned rental apartments, in the community 
were also determined. At the time this study was being designed, Okla-
homa State University was studying the economic feasibility of replac-
ing a section of the older married student housing apartments. 
The method used in this research was a comparative descriptive 
study with data collected via telephone interview. The data source 
consisted of married students enrolled at Oklahoma State University in 
the spring semester and who had a telephone number on record. The 
interview schedule was designed to measure socio-demographic charac-
teristics, the importance of variables in choosing an apartment, and 
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perceived satisfaction with those choices. Data were collected in 
June, 1979. Students in the sample were selected at random and as-
sured anonymity. The sample included 49 married students residing 
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in married student housing facilities and 28 married students resid-
ing off campus in privately-owned community apartments. Chi-square 
was utilized for the analysis of the data, using p < .05 as the ac-
cepted significance level. Statistical validity was questionable, due 
to the small cell size. 
Conclusions 
The following discussion will sumnarize the three null hypothe-
ses and will present conclusions about the findings in this research 
study. The first null hypothesis was in regard to basic socio-
demographic factors of the tvw groups in the sample. Significant 
differences that occurred between residents. in married student housing 
apartments and community apartments included how long the residents 
had lived in the present apartment and how much longer they planned on 
living there. There was a larger percentage of m.s.h. residents than 
community residents who had lived in their present apartment at least 
a year. When determining how much longer the respondent planned to 
live in the present apartment, over half of the m.s.h. residents 
planned to move in a year or more, vJrrile over half of the community 
residents planned to move in less than one year. 
The two groups did not differ significantly in terms of sex of 
respondent, number of children, student classification, and whether 
the resident owned his or her own furniture. The largest percentage 
from both the m.s.h. and community groups were childless and owned 
some furniture. Research (Fink and Cooke, 1973, p. 42) showed that 
married students in m.s.h. had fewer children per family than those 
married students in other housing facilities. This study was con-
cerned with the difference between the m.s.h. group and community 
group in having or not having a family and found no difference in 
the variable of one child or more per family. 
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It was concluded that there were many more similarities than 
differences between the m.s.h. and community residents, related to 
socio-demographic characteristics. The only difference which oc-
curred was that most of the m.s.h. respondents said they had lived in 
their apartment for at least one year and they planned to live there 
for at least another year. Most of the community respondents stated 
they had lived in their apartment less than one year and planned to 
move in less than one year. 
The second null hypothesis was designed to analyze differences in 
reasons for apartment choi~e. There was a significant difference be-
tween the m.s.h. and community group in the importance of neighbors, 
neighborhood, a furnished apartment, and location. More m.s.h. respon-
dents thought neighbors and neighborhood were unimportant when making 
an apartment selection. Other research that supported this (Moore, 
Forrest, and Hinkle, 1972, p. 46) found that over half of the m.s.h. 
residents stated their best friends lived outside of the m.s.h. facil-
ity. When considering a furnished apartment there was a larger per-
centage of m.s.h. respondents who thought it was important to have a 
furnished apartment. 
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Location was considered to be important to a larger percentage 
of the m.s.h. group than the commun.ity group. This study was sup-
ported by findings (Moore et al., 1972, p. 42) that indicated students 
in university-owned housing moved there and stayed there because it 
was close to campus. 
A significant difference between the m.s.h. and community respon-
dents occurred when stating why the apartment was chosen. It was 
found that location and cost were the main reasons given, although 
more m.s.h. residents mentioned cost than did the community respon-
dents. No data determining the difference in rent payment between 
the m.s.h. and community group were gathered although research (Cham-
blis, 1961, pp. 413-414) indicated some married students were willing 
to accept any kind of housing if the rent was cheap. 
Differences that occurred revealed more m.s.h. respondents than 
community respondents considered neighbors and neighborhood unimpor-
tant \~Jhen chaos ing an apartment. There w·ere more m. s. h. respondents 
than community respondents who felt a furnished apartment close to 
campus was important. Location and cost were mentioned by more m.s.h. 
residents than community residents when stating reason for apartment 
selection. 
Non-significant differences showed that most respondents from the 
m.s.h. and community groups felt regulations and rules, recreational 
facilities, and social environment were unimportant factors when mak-
ing an apartment selection. Some research (Dressel, 1965, p. 912 and 
Rogers, 1958, pp. 195-199) supporting this study indicated that mar-
ried students participate at a minimal level in activities on campus, 
but less participation (Rogers, 1958, p. ]98) may mean the married 
student has a social life of a different kind. Other research 
(Moore et al., 1972, p. 42) agreed that respondents did not move 
into university-owned housing with a primary aim of meeting social 
needs and that social change was not a goal after arriving there. 
Cost and maintenance were not significantly different, being 
important to most respondents. Apartment size was unimportant to 
more m.s.h. residents than community residents. 
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The findings of the second null hypothesis revealed a significant 
difference between the m.s.h. and community respondents when rating 
certain variables. A larger percentage of the m.s.h. residents than 
community residents thought location near campus, cost, and a fur-
nished apartment were important. A larger percentage of the m.s.h. 
group than community group thought neighbors and neighborhood were 
unimportant when making an apartment selection. 
There were similarities betvJeen the m.s.h. and community group 
when considering other variables. Those variables considered impor-
tant by most respondents included cost and maintenance, while regula-
tions and rules, recreational facilities, and social environment 
were considered unimportant. About half from each of the m.s.h. and 
community groups considered apartment size important when selecting 
an apartment. 
The third null hypothesis was designed to examine differences in 
perceptions of housing satisfaction. A significant difference oc-
curred when reporting preference of study location. Most of the re-
spondents from m.s.h. preferred to study at home because of convenience. 
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The other difference included where the resident would prefer to live. 
A larger percentage of the community residents preferred to stay in 
their present apartment location. 
There were many differences that were not significant when deter-
mining housing satisfaction. Most of the respondents felt their 
apartment was not spacious. More residents from the m.s.h. group 
than the community group complained of apartment size. Other research 
(Mann, 1972, p. 49) supported this study \'!hen it found that married 
students complained of the inadequacy of space. Again, most of the 
residents were satisfied with the management and maintenance of their 
apartment. They also felt satisfied with their apartment, while more 
of the m.s.h. respondents than community respondents felt the apart-
ment fulfilled their needs. Other research supported these findings. 
Hutter (1969, p. 14) concluded families in university apartments had 
their needs fulfilled by facilities close to home. 
Most of the respondents also believed they were living in better 
conditions than their previous living space, rather than the same con-
ditions or worse. The largest proportion of community residents 
reported they liked the management, maintenance, and building construc-
tion which were included in the category referred to as 11 0ther. 11 
Complaints from the m.s.h. group included apartment size, manage-
ment, and location. Management included maintenance and furnishings. 
Other research supporting this study also found (Chamblis, 1961, 
pp. 413-414) the m.s.h. dwellers complained of maintenance, and that 
the off campus dwellers felt exploited by the management. Other com-
plaints voiced by the m.s.h. and community groups included building 
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construction and outside facilities. Some research agreed with these 
findings (Moore et al., 1972, p. 42) in the conclusions that married 
students in m.s.h. facilities complained of poor design and construc-
tion problems. 
Differences occurred when more of the m.s.h. group reported hav-
ing lived in ·their apartment at least one year with plans to live 
there at least another year. Most respondents claimed to prefer 
studying at home. When making an apartment selection, neighbors and 
neighborhood were more often considered unimportant among the m.s.h. 
group than among the community group. On the other hand, having a 
furnished apartment near campus was more frequently important to 
the m.s.h. respondents than the community respondent. It appeared 
the respondent~ from the m.s.h. and community groups had chosen their 
location and were satisfied with that choice. Both the m.s.h. and 
community groups considered location and cost important when making 
an apartment selection and over half from the m.s.h. group and over 
half from the community group preferred to stay in the apartment lo-
cation they had chosen and were presently living in. 
Recommendations 
It is recommended by the author that: 
l. A similar study using a larger sample be conducted during 
the academic school year to have a more representative sample. 
2. A study be conducted to examine cultural differences re-
lated to housing perceptions and satisfaction. 
3. A similar study be conducted asking specific questions 
about apartment size, neighbors, and management. 
4. A similar study be conducted to investigate why a partic-
ular response was given. 
It is recommended to Oklahoma State University that: 
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1. The new married student housing apartments be both furnished 
and unfurnished. 
2. The new apartments should be constructed in several differ-
ent square footage arrangements. 
3. Storage facilities be constructed. 
4. The new apartments should have the utility bills separated 
from the rent payment. 
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April 18, 1979 
Dear Mr. Girod: 
I am a graduate student majoring in Housing, Design, and Consumer 
Resources, in Home Economics, and am in the process of working on my 
master's thesis. My research involves assessing satisfaction levels 
of the rented living spaces of married students residing both in mar-
ried student apartments on campus and those apartments off campus in 
the community. I am planning to compare the satisfaction levels be-
tween the two sample groups. 
In order for my research to be the most encompassing, as well as 
accurate, I will need access to a general information listing from 
the registrar's office. This will certainly be appreciated and ab-
solute privacy of the information is guaranteed. Addresses will only 
be used for contact, then each respondent will be classified by num-
ber in an anonymously statistical way with no reference to the indi-
vidual. Only my adviser and myself will have access to the statistics 
and when the research is complete, the data will be destroyed. 
I would need the addresses and phone numbers of all the married 
students enrolled at Oklahoma State University fulltime during spring 
semester, 1979. I am interested in getting more of an insight re-
lated to the present feasibility study regarding married student 
housing and consequent impact on future housing facilities, both on 
campus and off campus. 
I presently have a computer account (no. 
this account for running the program? 
). Can you use 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Margaret Weber 
Graduate Student Adviser 
Housing, Design, and 
Consumer Resources 
Oklahoma State University 
Sincerely, 
Kathleen V. Gardner 
Graduate Student in 
Housing, Design, and 
Consumer Resources 
Oklahoma State University 
APPENDIX B 
TELEPHONE INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT FOR THE 
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1. Are. you rna 1 e __ or fema 1 e · ? 
2. Are you presently living in and renting an apartment? 
yes_ no_ 
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3. Is your apartment in married student housing or in the community 
of Stillwater? m. s. h. community_ 
4. How much do you pay monthly for rent? ____ _ 
5. Does rent include utilities? yes no 
If not, how much do you pay on the-average per month in utili-
ties? -----
6. How many and what types of rooms make up your apartment? 
7. What classification are you in school? 
graduate student_ upper cl assman_ under cl assman 
8. How many children do you have living with you? -----
9. How many people live in your dwelling? ______ _ 
10. How long have you been living in your present apartment? ___ _ 
11. How much longer do you expect to live in this apartment? ----
12. Was your apartment furnished when you moved in? yes no 
13. Do you have any of your own furniture in the apartment? 
yes_ no_ 
14. Which of the following were important to your choice of apartment 
and how important were they? Use the 1-5 scale where 5 is very 
important, 3 is neutral, and 1 is very unimportant. 
Very Very 
Unimportant Neutral Important 
A. Neighbors 1 2 3 4 5 
B. Neighborhood 1_2_3_4_5_ 
C. Cost 1_2_3_4_5_ 
-----D. Regulations 1 2 3 4 5 
E. Size 1_2_3_4_5_ 
F. Recreational 1_2_3_4_5_ 
Facilities 1_2_3_4_5_ 
G. Social 1_2_3_4_5_ 
Environment 1_2_3_4_5_ 
H. Furnished 1_2_3_4_5_ 
I. Location 1_2_3_4_5_ 
J. Maintenance 1_2_3_4_5_ 
15. What are your two major reasons-for having chosen this apart-
ment? ------------------------------------------------
16. If the rent in the on campus and off campus apartments was the 
same, in which woula-you prefer to-live? 
on off Why? ______________________________ ___ 
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17. In terms of spaciousness, how would you describe the interior of 
your apartment? Not at All Very 
Spacious Neutral Spacious 
1 2 3 4 5 
18. In terms of management, how do you feel about your apartment? 
Very Dis- Very 
satisfied Neutral Satisfied 
1 2 3 4 5 
19. In terms of maintenance, how do you feel toward your apartment? 
Very Dis- Very 
satisfied Neutral Satisfied 
1 2 3 4 5 
20. Where do you usually study? -------------------------------Why? __________________________________________________ __ 
21. Where do you study when inside your apartment? ________ __ 




In terms of satisfaction how do you feel 
Very Dis-
satisfied Neutral 
1 2 3 4 




24. Are your needs fulfilled by your apartment? 
Definitely Definitely 
No Neutra 1 Yes 
1 2 3 4 5 
25. What are the two major complaints about your apartment? 
26. Do you feel you are living in better, the same, or worse condi-
tions than the place you lived in just previously to this 
apartment? better same worse 
APPENDIX C 
TELEPHONE INTERVIHl INSTRUMENT - 11 PERCEIVED 
SATISFACTION ASSESSMENT 11 
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Introduction 
May I speak with the person who is enrolled at Oklahoma State 
University as a student? Hello, I am a graduate student in Housing, 
Design, and Consumer Resources. I am doing research with regard to 
the married students enrolled at Oklahoma State University and liv-
ing in a rented apartment, excluding duplexes and houses. Do you 
fall into the remaining category? (If it is established that the 
party is not renting an apartment, the researcher said, 11 I am sorry, 
but I am looking at apartment dwellers for this study and apologize 
for bothering you. 11 ) 
You are a part of a carefully selected sample and I need your 
help in collecting data as your opinions are important. I assure 
you absolute privacy on all responses as the data are coded. When 
the research project is complete, the data will be destroyed. 
I would like to ask you a few questions right now related to 
you and your apartment. I will repeat any of the questions that 
you would like clarified. I will ask you a few background questions 
first. 
11 Perceived Satisfaction Assessment 11 Survey 
1. Are you a male or a female? 
2. Are you presently living in and renting an apartment which ex-
cludes a house and duplex? 
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3. Is your apartment in married student housing or in the community 
of Stillwater? 
4. How much do you pay monthly for rent? 
5. Does rent inc-lude utilities?--If not, how much do you pay on 
the average per month in utilities? 
6. How many and what types of rooms make up your apartment? 
7. What classification are you in school? 
8. How many children do you have living with you? 
9. How many people live in your dwelling, including you? 
10. How long have you been living in your present apartment? 
11. How much longer do you expect to live in this apartment? 
12. Was your apartment furnished when you moved in? 
13. Do you have any of your own furniture in the apartment? 
14. Which of the following were important to your choice of apart-
ment and how important were they? Use the 1-5 scale where 1 




d. Regulations and Rules 
e. Size 
f. Recreational Facilities 




15. What are your major reasons for having chosen this apartment? 
16. If the rent in the on campus and off campus apartments was the 
same, in which woula-you prefer to-live?--Why? 
17. In terms of spaciousness, how would you describe the interior 
of your apartment? 1: not at all spacious 
3: neutral 
5: very spacious 
18. In terms of management, how do you feel about your apartment? 
1: very dissatisfied 
3: neutral 
5: very satisfied 
19. In terms of maintenance provided by the management, how do you 
feel about your apartment? 
1: very dissatisfied 
3: neutral 
5: very satisfied 
20. Where do you usually study?--Why? 
21. Where do you study when inside your apartment? 
22. What are the major things you like best about your apartment? 
23. In terms of satisfaction, how do you feel about your apartment? 
1: very dissatisfied 
3: neutral 
5: very satisfied 
24. Are your needs ful fi 11 ed by your apartment? 
l: definitely no 
3: neutral 
5: definitely yes 
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25. What are the major things you most dislike about your apartment? 
26. Do you feel you are living in worse, the same, or better condi-
tions than the place you lived in just previCiusly to this apart-
ment? 
This concludes your telephone interview. 
you sharing your time and information with me. 
tions? Thank you again. 
I really appreciate 
Do you have any ques-
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